Like the 1970s punk and '50s science fiction fanzines that came before, Davida Gypsy Breier's Xerography Debt is a labor of love and obsession. Along with a talented selection of well-known zine editors, Breier gives the goods on what's what (and what's great) in the international zine scene.

Now on its 26th issue, Xerography Debt (Xerox Debt to fans) is "the review zine with personal tendencies," allowing its hand-picked cast of contributors to essay both the zines they love and where those zines find them in their lives. It's an intimate, revelatory read as Breier and her contributors comb through newly released zines from all across the globe.

Issue 26 is 50 pages of zine-love goodness, with contributors such as Microcosm founder Joe Biel, Eric Lyden, and Fred Argoff reviewing zines as varied as newbies like Portland comic zine Milkyboots, classics such as the Hungover Gourmet, and subject-specific one-offs like The Rainbow Connection--Richard Hunt, Gay Muppeteer.

In an age of blogs and tweets, Xerox Debt is a beautiful, earnest anachronism, a publication that seems to come from a different era, but is firmly entrenched in the now. As says Breier in her review of The Ken Chronicles zine, "It is a slice of life packaged in zinc form."

"It warms one's heart cockles to see a zine like Xerography Debt still being published. It warms the ventricles of one's heart to see any zine being published period, especially one that supports other zines like XD does... So, viva la zine!" --Regular Wiglar Magazine
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